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1 INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the X-ray variability of the Sun
are of basic importance for studies of the solar activity,
physics of flare processes and space weather. The bulk
of coronal thermal plasma of temperatures between 1
and 50 MK preferentially contributes to the emission
in the soft X-ray band. Observations of the spectral
variability in 0.8–15 keV energy range provide the
basis for determinations of coronal average properties
like temperature, emission measure and related ther-
modynamic characteristics for non-active corona and
flares in particular. For more than 30 years, GOES
X-ray ion chambers observed the Sun in two spectral
bands 0.5–4 Å and 1–8 Å (3–25 keV and 1.5–12 keV
respectively). These nearly continuous measurements
performed each three seconds constitute the reference
database as concerns contemporary solar activity
observations. However they lack the quantitative
information at both the low end- and high end-activity
ranges. Lack of counts below A class occurs due to not
enough detector sensitivity for low X-ray flux. Above
X10 class saturation effects affects GOES data and the
information about actual flux value is lost.

1 The article was translated by the authors.

The other active solar spectrometer presently in
orbit (RHESSI, see Lin et al., 2002), have a large area
and volume detectors sensitive to emission above
3 keV. However, a high level of orbital background pre-
vents quantitative determination of the solar flux at the
very low activity conditions, as these present during
recent minimum (years 2008–2009).

An illustration of these unfavorable circumstances
given the working instruments in orbit is shown in Fig. 1,
where we present example measurements taken by
GOES and RHESSI for selected time in February
2009, when no flaring activity has been observed for
extended time interval.

For purposes of monitoring the solar X-ray emis-
sion level during Russian-lead solar space mission
CORONAS-PHOTON, it appeared necessary to have
a possibility of taking precise measurements of the
solar flux level and spectra in the soft X-ray range, also
during periods of a very low activity, such as illustrated
in Fig. 1.

From this reason, the Wroclaw Solar Physics Divi-
sion Team at the Polish Space Research Centre (SRC)
developed a concept of sensitive spectrophotometer
SphinX (Solar photometer in X-rays, Sylwester et al.,
2008) which alowed to measure the emission of X-ray
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corona with much increased sensitivity. This spec-
trometer, using detectors similar as those incorporated
into the Indian SOXS experiment (Jain et al., 2005),
was accepted as a part of CORONAS-PHOTON sci-

entific payload in a very late stage of mission prepara-
tion (in 2006, three years before launch) and inte-
grated as a part of the TESIS X- and EUV telescope
complex (Kuzin et al., 2006) developed at Lebedev
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Fig. 1. Example of soft X-ray flux measurements at low solar activity conditions. In the upper panel, the GOES records are drawn.
GOES light curve in the Low channel (1–8 Å) keeps constant value at the level of about 3.7 × 10–9 W/m2 (far below GOES A class)
over entire time interval. In GOES High channel (0.5–4 Å) the light curve also stays mainly flat. Some spikes are only observed in
this channel which may come from electronics noises or energetic particles hits into the detector chamber. The rates observed by
RHESSI, shown in the bottom panel, are dominated by orbital background.
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Fig. 2. Left: The photograph of the SphinX flight unit and a smaller SphinX-B box where the flight detectors and electronics have
been put for the calibration at the BESSY II Berlin Synchrotron. Due to the constrains of BESSY vacuum test chamber, for pur-
poses of the ground calibrations at the BESSY II, the SphinX spectrophotometric part including detectors D1, D2, and D3 was
mounted within a smaller box, also shown in the upper-left part of the photograph. The apertures, connector for cables linking
to TESIS as well as heat sink pipe connecting in flight to the external radiator are visible. Right: A scheme of an Amptek detector
with individual components indicated. Four such detectors are mounted within SphinX flight unit.

Physical Institute (LPI). Detailed description of
CORONAS-PHOTON satellite and its in-flight per-
formance are described (present issue) by Kotov et al.
(2010).

The scientific objectives aimed to during the
SphinX instrument development phase were the fol-
lowing:

—Investigations of quiet corona heating processes
via photon arrival time analysis.

—Studies of soft X-ray oscillations in the period
between 1 and 500 s.

—Search for transient ionization plasma effects
which may provide a tool for determination of flaring
plasma densities.

—Determination of coronal plasma composition
and its variability for elements: Mg, Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca,
and Fe.

—Determination of differential emission measure
(DEM) and studies of its time variability.

—Establishment of soft X-ray reference photo-
metric standard with 10% absolute accuracy.

—Proof of the novel narrow-band photometry
(NBF) concept.

—Monitoring of solar X-ray flux in the intensity
range covering seven orders of magnitude.

In what follows description of the SphinX instru-
ment is given as well as some results from ground cali-
brations and data analysis are discussed. Example
observations also are shown and discussed.

DESIGN OF THE INSTRUMENT

SphinX instrument consist of a single block—
larger unit, 27 × 28 × 8 cm illustrated in the photo
shown in Fig. 2.

SphinX incorporates four PIN, pure silicon,
500 µm thick detectors (Amptek XR-100CR)
equipped with Be 12.5 µm front filters (see Fig. 2).
Beside silicon crystal each detector package contains
Peltier cooler, elements of front-end electronics and
temperature sensor.

SphinX detectors are mounted on the copper sup-
port plate, thermally isolated from the rest of the
instrument but joined through the heat sink pipe to
external satellite heat radiator. When actively cooled,
the detector temperature is approximately 50°C below
the support plate temperature. SphinX construction
details are shown in instrument CAD assembly draw-
ing in Fig. 3.

Three of SphinX detectors named D1, D2, and D3
were placed in main SphinX measurement block
designed for solar X-ray spectroscopic and photomet-
ric observations. The fourth SphinX detector D4 is
used in a special fluorescence measurement unit
which is going to be described further on.

Detector D1 used its entire entrance window area
(21.50 mm2) during measurements. Over detectors D2
and D3 additional apertures were placed limiting their
entrance area to 0.495 and 0.01008 mm2 respectively
and thus decreasing their sensitivity to incoming X-ray
radiation.
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Such detector/aperture system is capable of mea-
suring solar X-ray flux for coronal activity levels corre-
sponding to the GOES class as small as 100 times below
A1.0 level, through typical quiet conditions and flares
up to GOES X30 class.

The detector D1 with the highest effective area
measures correctly low intensity solar photon fluxes.
When the flux gets higher, pileup and saturation start
to appear in detector D1 data but measurements with
good signal/noise ratio (S/N) are taken by D2 detec-
tor. The aperture over D2 detector is chosen so that it
gives measurements of good quality for moderate solar
fluxes. The least sensitive D3 detector channel with
the smallest aperture can measure with substantial
S/N ratio strong solar flux when pileup and saturation
effects in detector D2 become significant and detector
D1 is completely saturated. Detector D3 should not
saturate even at the highest known solar activity level.
Thus the dynamic range of the instrument covers seven
orders of magnitude. The statistical accuracy of mea-
sured rates is better than 1% for activity conditions
above GOES A4.0 level (see Fig. 4).

A moving shutter with a set of openings is placed
over detector/aperture assembly (see Fig. 3). The
openings are organized the way that it is possible to
expose or cover up entry apertures over detectors by
moving the shutter. This action is aimed to protect the
detectors D1 and D2 against excessive solar flux.

The energy resolution is about 460 eV for D1 detec-
tor channel and ~360 eV for D2 and D3 channels (see

table for details), allowing for the solar line groups of
Mg, Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe to be distinguished above
the continuum emission.

SphinX has in-flight calibration capability. The cal-
ibration of the detectors is achieved by moving
another, so-called calibration shutter into detectors
field of view (see the right panel in Fig. 3). By the com-
mand from the SphinX computer, the linear motor
moves the calibration shutter sideways, closing detec-
tors’ direct solar illumination channels and exposing
them to indirect fluorescence illumination coming from
the back side of thin input transmission filters made of
different materials. These three materials are fluoresc-
ing at three, precisely known, well separated in energy,
monochromatic wavelengths (corresponding to ener-
gies for Al—1.49 keV, Ti—4.51 keV and Cu—8.05 keV)
illuminating at the same time all three detectors.

The amplitude positions of the individual peaks are
being determined and the on-board computer makes
appropriate corrections of amplifiers gains and offsets
if large discrepancies between present and initial (pre-
flight calibrated) instrument parameters occur. The
widths of the individual peaks contain information on
the actual energy resolution of the detectors. Depend-
ing on the intensity of the solar illumination, a second-
ary, pile-up peaks can be resolved, creating thus a pos-
sibility to dynamically calibrate the pile-up effect also.
After the calibration, the shutter is moved to the home
position, where a direct illumination of the detectors
through their respective apertures is resumed. In such
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Fig. 3. Left: The assembly drawing of SphinX flight unit. All important construction elements are indicated. Right: Elements of
the spectrophotometer main measurement block comprised of three detectors D1, D2, and D3, three collimators and corre-
sponding calibrated apertures. The calibration moving shutter is placed in so-called calibration position, preventing a direct illu-
mination of the detectors. The calibration is performed thanks to detector illumination in characteristic fluorescence lines arising
from the back side emission of thin metal foils of three, different atomic weight selected elements (Al, Ti, and Cu). These foils are
partially-transparent to the solar illumination at this shutter position.
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solution of calibration system, the detectors always
have three energy-amplitude reference points avail-
able and no radioactive sources need to be used. The
calibration sequences can be run any time, however it
needs the solar activity to be at least at the M1 GOES
level, which never happened during the instrument
entire mission duration (February–November 2009).

The fourth SphinX detector, measures narrowband
fluxes in three wavelength bands: 1.74–2.07, 2.50–
3.08, and 7.95–9.54 Å according to the novel concept
presented in Fig. 5. In this narrow-band-filter (NBF)
concept, three fluorescing targets illuminate a single
PIN detector (D4). The fluorescence radiation is
coming from three different pure element targets
(Mg—1.25 keV, Ca—3.69 keV, and Cr—5.41 keV)
being illuminated through separate, individual selected
input filters made of elements of slightly higher atomic
number than their respective targets. Therefore, on the
detector, the three emission peaks of different amplitudes
are being instantaneously recorded at respective well
known energies. Their relative strengths depend on the
shape of the solar incident spectrum in three narrow
spectral bands and therefore are very sensitive to
plasma temperature. We have selected the filter-target
materials in order to record the portions of solar spec-
tra containing strong emission lines of iron and mag-
nesium. This would allow us to study transient effects,
expected to be seen when emitting plasma conditions
vary with time scales less than few seconds. To do so,
we need however flare events of the GOES class level
above M1. No such event has been seen during SphinX
mission unfortunately.

Work on SphinX construction was finished in 2007.
Then overall tests of instrument flight unit were per-
formed in order to check if it operates correctly in
orbit and can survive severe launch conditions.
SphinX was tested in thermal-vacuum chamber in
Warsaw, next tests against mechanical/vibration and
acoustic damages took place in Prague and finally
X-ray calibration tests were performed in Palermo and
Berlin.

After completion of all tasks related to develop-
ment of SphinX, the flight instrument unit was moved
to Plesetsk Cosmodrome where it was integrated with
the satellite and launched on January 30, 2009. The

satellite and actual location of SphinX within the pay-
load is shown in Fig. 6.

Due to very low general activity of the Sun solar
flux during the SphinX mission was too weak to per-
form the in-flight calibrations and observations in flu-
orescence channels. Both of these capabilities were
discussed above for completeness of description of
SphinX construction. On the other hand they are
interesting conceptual solutions which significantly
extend the instrument observational capabilities and
can be implemented in future solar X-ray missions.

CALIBRATION OF THE INSTRUMENT

The ground calibration of SphinX consisted of
three sessions, the first at the XACT facility (Collura
et al., 2008) in Palermo (September 2007), and two
sessions at the BESSY II Berlin Synchrotron (Novem-
ber 2007 and March 2008).

During XACT test resolution and energy calibra-
tion of individual detector channels was tested. It was
also possible to make cross-comparison between all
SphinX detectors calibration measurements and per-
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Basic parameters of SphinX detector measurement channels

Detector D1 D2 D3 D4

Aperture, mm2 21.500A 0.4947S 0.01008S 11.1A

Energy FWHM, eV 480B 350B 370B 290P

Shaping time FWHM, µs 1.25e 4.17e 4.17e 4.17e

Notes: A—based on Amptek technical drawings of respective detector, S—measured at SCR Wroclaw under microscope, B—based on
BESSY measurements, P—based on Palermo XACT measurements, e—estimated value.
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formance because detectors were illuminated by the
same laboratory X-ray source simultaneously.

During the BESSY II tests, accomplished with the
help of Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)
team, the synchrotron beam have been used to cali-
brate also the response of the three photometric detec-
tors D1, D2, and D3 to illumination from a broad
band, rapidly falling with energy, spectra which shapes
and intensities were precisely known. An example of
such measurement is given in Fig. 7. It was possible to

adjust the synchrotron radiation intensity in a very
broad bounds covering a complete dynamic range of
SphinX. In addition measurements in monochroma-
tized radiation (with the use of four crystal monochro-
mator) where performed for all SphinX measurement
channels in a selected set of energies.

Calibration data obtained at XACT and BESSY II
were used to determine SphinX response and effi-
ciency for all detector measurement channels. Details
about SphinX calibration will be described in
Siarkowski et al. (2010).

DATA ACCESS, EXAMPLE OBSERVATIONS, 
AND RESULTS

From the analysis of SphinX calibration data it was
found that the optimum number of energy channels
for flight SphinX operations is 256. Thus all SphinX
detectors used multichannel analyzers with 256 energy
bins covering the energy range 0.85–15 keV.

During in orbit operations SphinX data were
packed by the onboard computer into 8 kB in size
memory frames and send to telemetry with cadence of
one second usually. Sometimes the cadence was set to
five or eight seconds to save on entire telemetry flow
volume.

The data received from telemetry were sent via
internet to Solar Physics Division of Space Research
Center, Polish Academy of Sciences for further pro-
cessing. Here data were decompressed and divided
into binary files containing typically several thousands
of telemetry frames and covering a couple of hours of
the observation time. These binary files (SphinX level-0
data) are publicly available in IDL native format and
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Fig. 6. A photograph of the front of CORONAS-PHOTON
mission payload during final launch preparations at the
Plesetsk Range. Location of the TESIS instrument com-
plex and the SphinX block are indicated.
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FITS format. Access to level-0 data is possible via
internet catalogues on dedicated SphinX servers. Pri-
mary server is located at the Space Research Centre in

Wroclaw, Poland
2
, the second in Astronomical Insti-

tute of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Repub-

lic in Ondrejov
3
 and the third one in Osservatorio

Astronomico di Palermo Giuseppe S. Vaiana in Pal-

ermo, Italy
4
. Works on the fourth mirror server in

P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow are in progress. It is expected that
the Moscow server will be operational in the fall of
2010. Each of the level-0 data file can be downloaded
directly from Sphinx servers using any web browser.

Analysis and interpretation of level-0 data is possi-
ble but necessitates full knowledge of all instrumental
effects which are present in data. At the moment all
level-0 SphinX data undergo reduction to level-1 data
which will be more convenient for scientific analysis
purposes. About 40% of the entire SphinX data repos-
itory has been converted to level-1 by June 2010.
Level-1 data will be publicly available on SphinX serv-
ers in the second half of 2010.

Alternative, global range access to SphinX data is
being organized via Virtual Solar Observatories (VSOs)
after reduction off all raw SphinX data to level-1 format.
More information on SphinX data formats, reduction
and dissemination can be found in Gburek et al.
(2010).

During the operation SphinX measured in time
stamping mode and spectral mode. In time stamping
mode the arrival times and energies of X-ray photons
in each detector were registered. Individual photon
arrival times were recorded with the 1–2 µs accuracy.

In the spectral mode photons incident on a detec-
tor in a selected number of energy bins were summed
and sent to telemetry as histogram of registered events
together with the exposure time. Only 256-channel
and ancillary 4-channel spectra (so called basic mode
observations) were registered during the mission.

Together with SphinX scientific X-ray data, an
additional information about start/end time of each
measurement and technical block of data were send to
telemetry frames, (see also Gburek et al., 2010).

SphinX data coverage is nearly continuous in the
time interval from February 20 when SphinX was
switched on in orbit till the end of active satellite oper-
ation i.e. 29 November, 2009. Only measurements
from D1 and D2 detector channels have good S/N
ratio in this time period and are useful for analysis.
Detectors D3 and D4 registered mostly the noise sig-
nal due to low solar X-ray flux during SphinX in orbit
operation.

2 http://156.17.94.1/sphinx_catalogue/SphinX_cat_main.html
3 http://147.231.104.188/catalog/SphinX_cat_main.html
4 http://www.sphinx.astropa.unipa.it/

SphinX basic mode observations provide a general
information of the observed solar X-ray flux and the
information on circumstances in which the instru-
ment operated. In the first channel of basic mode,
electronic noises are registered mostly. Rates observed
in this channel can be used to check if additional cor-
rections/reductions of data are necessary in a given
time interval selected for analysis. In the second
and the third channels of basic mode solar broadband
X-rays are recorded in energy bands: 1.5–3.0 keV and
3.0–14.9 keV for D1 detector and 1.0–3.0 keV and
3.0–14.9 keV for the rest of the detectors. Lightcurves
from both of these channels yield considerable infor-
mation on solar flux variability and properties and are
useful for identification of solar X-ray events (flares
and brightennings). These lightcurves may be also
used for determination of solar average plasma tem-
perature and emission measure or monitoring inten-
sity of solar flux on longer time intervals.

From the analysis of light curves over long time
intervals it is seen that stronger and more variable solar
flux shows up when the active regions are present on
disk. On the other hand there is observed a presence of
some minimum basal level of solar X-ray emission bel-
low which solar activity never dropped, (see also Gbu-
rek et al., 2011).

In the last (the fourth) channel of basic mode
observations a strong signal was observed when the sat-
ellite was in areas with increased amount of energetic
particles. Intensities observed in this channel can be
used to identify satellite passages through SAA or polar
ovals (see also the next section). Data recorded during
such passages usually have an additional spurious con-
tribution from particle hits into detector crystal and
need to be rejected from analysis or necessitate special
reduction methods. An example of light curves
obtained in basic mode observations for detector D1 is
shown in Fig. 8.
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SphinX lightcurves from the second and the third
channels of basic mode observation allowed to identify
about 800 small flare-like events during the active part
of the mission. Most of them have maximum intensi-
ties below GOES detection threshold. Such small
flare-like brightenings have been never observed
before with so high spectral and temporal resolution as
SphinX offers. For these small events two new classes S
(from small, flux range 10–9–10–8 W/m2) and Q (from
quiet, flux range 10–10–10–9 W/m2) were introduced by
Sphinx team to keep consistence with GOES event
classification. Full catalog of SphinX observed flare
events and brightennings will be made publicly avail-
able in the second half of 2010. Other examples of
SphinX basic mode observations are given in Gburek
et al. (2010).

More advanced SphinX data analysis is possible
using spectroscopic observations in which 256 energy
channels are available for processing. SphinX spectro-
scopic observations together with calibration informa-
tion allow fitting various multi component models in
order to determine plasma physical parameters such as
the distribution of emission measure with temperature
(DEM), verify and compare different solar elements
abundance models or ionization equilibrium models
used for theoretical calculations of solar spectral
shape. Thanks to high sensitivity of SphinX such spec-
troscopic research is possible even for a very low activ-
ity level when no flares, brightening occurred, or even
not a single active region was present on the Sun. An
example of Sphinx registered spectrum of quiet corona
and its analysis is shown in Fig. 9.

The most versatile of SphinX observation modes is
time stamping mode in which besides photon energies
registered in 256 bins, the information of time arrival
of any particular photon also is available. The time
stamping mode also allows for additional small correc-
tions of data during reduction procedure. Thus it was
a primary mode used in SphinX operation providing
most of level-0 data and allowing for their conversion
to level-1 format.

Due to instrument operation, the way of sending
measurements to telemetry, hardware resets and other
reasons the photon stream were not probed continu-
ously in the time stamping mode. Only in short, sub-
DGI time intervals the photons were measured one by
one in a sequence.

The number of photons measured in a single con-
tinuous sequence vary from a couple of tens of photons
up to 1536 photons which is the maximum memory
buffer size set for single telemetry frame for a detector.
The time gaps between two consecutive measured
sequences are typically a fraction of a second long.

All mentioned above (for basic and spectral modes)
SphinX scientific analysis directions can be realized
using time stamping mode observations. For instance,
using this mode, it is possible to investigate solar flux
variability on a very short time scales or look for non-
Maxwellian plasma processes on the Sun. An example
of SphinX observations of quiet corona in time stamp-
ing mode is shown in Fig. 10.
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THE SATELLITE ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT

As a consequence of a high inclination of the orbital
plane (82.5 degrees), the CORONAS-PHOTON satel-
lite crossed, at the height of ~550 km, regions of
increased particle background particularly in South
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and polar ovals. During these
crossings, a higher than average background signal was
seen, mostly present in the highest energy bins of all
multichannel analyzers connected to individual
detectors. This particle signal has been processed for
SphinX detector D2 measurement channel and
mapped in Fig. 11 to illustrate where the particles may
influence the measurements at most.

Outside the areas of increased radiation envi-
ronment, the particle signal contributes to the
spectral signal to very small extent only (less than
0.01 count/s/bin) and can be removed during the pro-
cess of data reduction.

SphinX is mounted in the Sun-lit portion of the

TESIS instrument
5
, as it is illustrated in the photo

shown as Fig. 6. It is directly exposed to intense solar
illumination. This causes that the temperature inside

5 http://www.tesis.lebedev.ru/

the instrument is usually higher than during the
ground laboratory calibrations conditions and varies
by a few degrees Celsius between day and night por-
tions of the spacecraft orbit. During periods of unin-
terrupted solar illumination lasting up to three weeks
(see Fig. 12), the internal temperature in the instru-
ment raised causing an increase of the thermal noise in
the lower energy bins of SphinX measurements. This
effect will be corrected during further stages of data
reduction.

PLANNED DATA ANALYSIS DIRECTIONS

Due to unusually weak solar activity in 2009 and, in
connection with very low solar flux level over most of
SphinX active operation, it was not possible to fulfill
all scientific objectives defined during the SphinX
instrument development. In particular it was impossi-
ble to check the novel narrow-band fluorescence pho-
tometry unit. From the same reason in-flight calibra-
tions of the instrument were never done.

The objective of monitoring the solar X-ray flux in
the intensity range of seven orders of magnitude has
been realized only partly as the solar flux varied over
four orders of magnitude during the active operations.
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The rest of the objectives, listed in the introduc-
tion, can be successfully reached using the collected
SphinX data. At present the works on SphinX data
focus on:

—Determinations of average solar plasma physical
parameters (T, EM) and their time variability.

—Investigations of Solar flares (evolution of char-
acteristics).

—Investigations of early phases of active region
emergence.

—Analysis of quiet Sun X-ray flux average proper-
ties and characteristic time scales.

—Identification and analysis of very small solar
brightennings.

—Search for a presence of a hot plasma compo-
nents in quiet corona and active regions.

—Analysis of physical plasma parameters and X-ray
flux properties in time intervals preceding release of
Coronal Mass Ejection.

In addition we will perform studies of dynamics for
Earth energetic particle distribution on time scales of
weeks to months.

After reduction of all available data to level-1, the
SphinX archive will establish the soft X-ray reference
photometric standard. Small fluctuations in SphinX
measurements occur due to temperature changes
mainly. Analysis of SphinX flight data shows that this
effect amount to about 10% of the measured flux
value. These fluctuations can be corrected using
SphinX technical block data which were send to
telemetry along with each X-ray measurement frame.
These technical data also allows to trace back the
instrument state to its initial calibrated one when all
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Fig. 11. Map of the reconstructed particle environment as seen in the highest energy bin (bin 255) of SphinX D2 detector mea-
surements. The map represents averaged particle count rates in the 2° × 2° spatial elements. The averages have been calculated
from measurements covering the period between March and October 2009.
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important instrument characteristics were known.
Corrections of all these factors are expected to give the
absolute accuracy of flux determinations better than
10%. This will allow us to cross-calibrate measure-
ments between SphinX and the other solar space borne
instruments e.g. GOES, RHESSI, SOXS.

CONCLUSION

SphinX was the most sensitive instrument aimed at
measuring the solar soft X-ray radiation and spectra in
orbit operating in between February and November 2009.
The early interpretation of its results indicates that the
Sun is a weak X-ray star during its minimum activity
phase, the weakest within seven parsecs stellar neigh-
borhood. The obtained spectra and lightcurves of non-
active corona indicate a presence of basal coronal
emission level, nearly unchanged over longer time
intervals. Presence of any active region signature
causes substantial increase of the X-ray solar flux.
Observed, non-active coronal spectra variability
points towards a transient nature of this non-active
emission over time scale of few minutes. The SphinX
instrument enables for the first time to study the phys-
ics of microflares and plasma properties of so-called
quiet corona.

Work on data reduction and dissemination of level-1
format database continues. The level-1 database will
allow for scientific analysis on solar soft X-rays with
most of the instrumental effects removed. After com-
pletion of level-1 data reduction process the soft X-ray
general flux variability will be known with the accuracy
of better than 10%. This will enable cross-calibrations
of SphinX with the other solar soft X-ray instruments.

Analysis and interpretation of SphinX data is in
progress. The activity is focused on determination of
basic source plasma properties, identification of flares
events and brightenings, search for presence of a hot
plasma components in quiet corona and active region
plasmas, investigations of active region emergence and
decay processes, and statistical analyses important for
Space Weather applications.
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Fig. 12. Duration of spacecraft nights during the first six
months of operation.


